Correction to “Desformylflustrabromine (dFBr) and [3H]dFBr-Labeled Binding Sites in a Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor”

In Figure 11 of the above article [Hamouda AK, Wang Z-J, Stewart DS, Jain AD, Glennon RA, and Cohen JB, (2015) Mol Pharmacol 88:1–11], one amino acid in Panel C and 4 amino acids in panel E were mislabeled. These errors did not affect the results or conclusions of the article in any way.

In Fig. 11C the amino acid labeled δN149 should have been labeled δN152.

In Fig. 11E the amino acids labeled αD76, αL77, αY111, and αY117 should have been labeled γD76, γL77, γY111, and γY117.

The authors regret these errors and any inconvenience they may have caused.

A new Figure 11 with the corrected labeling is now included in the online version of the article.